
CLASS REPRESENTATIVES MEETING 9/19/19 
 
FINANCE 

● Ben has made a treasury book accessible to everyone but editing access only to 
Jonathan (President), Krishan (Vice President), and Ben (Treasurer) 

● Apply for community outreach grant weeks in advance if we want to put on an event that 
we do not have enough funds for  

● No bake sales due to requirement that food must be made in a certified kitchen 
● Potential fundraising opportunities  

-Asking MM2020 class to donate ~$20 each? 
 
VOLUNTEERING 

● Volunteer opportunities 
-Food banks 
-Ronald Mcdonald house 

-Requires training 
-Group homes 
-Pediatrics department in hospital 
 
GROUPME 

● Using Groupme as main form of communication between MM class 
-Encourage others to sign up if they have not done so already 
-Possible SGA Groupme chat? 
 
UPDATE LETTERS 

● Sending update letters to medical schools 
-Contact Health Professions Advisor, Erin Neal about sending an official update letter or 
you can send a quick update yourself 

● Potential letters that can be sent: 
-Committee letters from SGA as an idea 
-Committee letters from peers as another idea 
-Letters from big sibs 
 

STUDENT AFFAIRS 
● Student affairs 

-Tutoring 
-Meet with assigned advisors (this is not Erin Neal) 
-Meet with academic development 

 
UPCOMING EVENTS (BOTH SEMESTERS) 

● Upcoming events 
-Pumpkin Bowl (powderpuff football) - 10/6/19 @ 10 AM 



-Candy drive for Haunted Hallway - 10/24/19 (can earn points towards class funds) 
-Spring Formal- mixed classes 
-Spring Gala (SGA) 
 
POTENTIAL EVENTS/CLUBS/IDEAS 

● Forming clubs 
-CPR training 

● Outreach to universities (ODU, NSU, etc) 
● Thanksgiving destressor event and potluck (probably in Lester 104)--will need to arrange 

room for this as well as possible involve students to raise funds 
 

OTHER 
● Phoenix committee should consider partnering with events that promote self wellness 

-Weekly yoga 
● Encourage class to come out to D.O. school presentations  
● Wait until winter break to complete EVMS secondary  
● HOPES interest meeting 9/20/19 - Lester Hall 135 
● Creating polls 

-Class/professor feedback requires official steps through Student Affairs (when in doubt, 
let’s make sure highly detailed polls are safe before emailing the class) 
-Volunteer or social committee polls can be done by just the committees 

● Anonymous way to report honor code violations-contacted MM Admin to allow Max and 
Lex a chance to speak with previous persons in this role 
 
QUESTIONS/CONCERNS: 
About the only thing we did not discuss was potential for interprofessionalism, working 
with PAs or M1s throughout the year on various outreach activities and we should 
consider this in the future 
 


